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The smallest dry ice cleaning unit among the big ones
The polarjet 2000 is the universal entry-level unit for the industry sector.
An innovative and compact dry ice cleaner, it is equipped with a container
2.5 times larger compared to the polarjet 1600. It can also be connected to
conventional compressed-air couplings and is ideally suited if compressed
air is reduced, but high performance is still required. The proven technology
of the polarjet 2000 operates without electricity.
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The polarjet universe
The devices differ in air and pellet
consumption. Basically, the cleaning or
removal rate is proportional to the air and
pellet consumption. Each device operates
fully pneumatic and without electricity.
Rule of thumb:
The polarjet devices 1600 and 2000 are
used to remove dirt that can be scraped
off with your fingernail.
The polarjet 6000 is suitable for dirt that
can be scraped off using the spatula. The
performance of the polarjet devices 1600
plus and 4000 lies inbetween.
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Technical data

General features

Housing made of stainless steel and plastic

Frame and housing
Exterior dimensions

Mobile unit on 4 wheels (front wheels rotatable)
480 x 700 x 850 mm

Container capacity

5 kg dry ice pellets

Compressed-air supply

> 1500 l/min (6 bar)
4 - 10 bar dehumidified air (refrigerant type dryer)

Weight with empty funnel

37 kg

Compressed-air setting
display

Regulator on equipment, Compressed-air display
in bar

Dry ice consumption

Up to 30 kg/h

Standard content

Blasting gun with LED light and working hose,
standardized connection coupling (European
standard) with 7 meter compressed-air hose, ice
shovel, 5 meter grounding cable with clamps,
safety instructions, instruction manual

Optional

See accessories

excl.VAT

Price CHF 9’800.– EUR 8’700.–
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